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SUM)6ARY

A case study was done with the aim of producing a document

on the designs, constructions, and other important features of

existing bread baking ovens. This f ol.Lowod from an earlier

recommendation by Anda, 1982, in a study on bread making in

Ghana. This involved a survey in some baking zones of Accra

during which some cases of ovens were selected and studied.

In all 36 ovens were studied; 85% of which were locally des dgned

and constructed.

Tho types of ovens found to be us cd are the wood-fired

earth ovens, built with clay-mud in the form of anyone of'more

of unformed mud, burnt bricks, sun-dried bricks and refractive

bricks; the wood-fired metallic-brick oven with a metaJ).ic baking

chamber and a separate burnt-brick fire chamber; the gas-f'Lred

brick ovon with iron rod shelves; and the various models of

metallic ovens whd.ch are fired with gas, sawdust, residual oil,

electricity; or combinations of some of these.

The ovens are batch types v i.thpredominantly peel mode of
~~@r~ti@fi.Limiting features include poor designing, poor (forms

of) construction material s, absence of tomperature control

devices, poor heat distribution; poor insulation and heat retention,

discomfort in operation and harmrul hoalth impact.



INTRODUCTION

The oven equipment of a bake~ may lell be considered as the

pacesetter or IIheart II of its operation. This _is just because ~ it

determines the output of the bakery in terms of units of products

per hour of production, Anderson, 1970. Because of this, oven

designers have always sought to produce the most efficient types of 0

ovens. In situation where ovens are not wo LL designod and construc-

tcd , they tend to have 10';: efficiencies. ':'hc consoquonces are high

cost of production.

Naturally, baking exerts a tremendous impact on energy crisis

world-wide. It is the single process with the highest energy demand,
Tragardh et aI, 1980. ~ving to the very high adoption of bakery pro-

ducts for consumption for numerous reasons, including thoir high
convenience and nutritional importance, the extent of baking has stressed
this impact. Yot still? it is caaerved that furthor amounts of energy

aro consumod by the baking industry as the rosult of many processing

factors.- That is, these factors result in more than ideal quantities

of onergy being consumed during baking, Tragardh et.al, 198u. They

include the use of imperfect equipment. With the increasing demand for

bakery products associated Viith population growth, .iricr-e asdng cost of

production, and the increasing crisis on energy, it is pertinent that

preventable wastages of energy are avoided, or minimisod. This then

calls for the use of better designed and bottor constructod cooki~

stoves and ovens, ~hich arc more efficient in fuel conversion and
conservation; and also the appropriate handling of these equipment •

.:ith these, operational lOSSE:ls could be minimised and cost of produc-

tion.
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Already, many differont typos of ovens are in existence which have

lower efficiencies. The improvement of these ovens a ro desired to '-,ut

down the cost of production, and minimis e the impact of baking on

energy crisis, Andah, 1982.

To be able to effect the improvement it is evident that studies of

these existing ovens w ouId be re qui rod , so as ·co identify the various

deficiences in their des igns 0 These Vi ouLd then give the functional

objectives for research.

This report is on a case study on some existing bread baking

ovens in Accra, Ghana. The objectives of the study were: '

10 To (;~lloct information on tho typos, dosiens, c.onstruction,

operations, maintenance and limitations of the existing

commercial broad baking ovens in Accra.

2. To identify the various features that need improvement

in these ovens; and

3. To produce a manual that will help in the development: of

now and appropriate baking ovens, su.rt ab'l e for the local

baking industry.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEw.

2.1 His tOr'\1l 9.€lvelopmentsof!.baking ovens

Baking started someTIhere around 9000 BC, with the production of

primitive flat bre~d. These ~ere baked by placing layers of viscous gruel

of broken grains on hot stones, stewart and Amor Lne; 1973; Encyclopaedia

Americana; Encyc Lopaed Le Br-Lt.anLoe, '7ith time, encloso baki~ uten13j.ls

were developed. This made possiblo tho production of thicker baked

products. It could be imagined that the next stage from the hot stonos

WaB something built over these hot stones to trap the heat; Fance, 1966.
The first ovens were.developed by the Egyptians. Earliest known

models were cylindrical vessels made of baked clay, tapored at the top
to give a CoDD shape, .and divided inside by a horizontal sholl-like

portions. The l~.est section was like fire box, the upper Bection the
baking chamber. The pieces of dough were placed in the baking chambor
through hole provided in the top. Remainos from Roman civilization also

showed ovens consisting of a simple masonry onambe rs above ,fire boxes.

Around 2BC, profossional bakers baked in beehi.~(J-shaped ovens

built with mud and fired by wood. In tho lattor part of the 18th

century, metal ovens appoared both in England and the United States,

Encyclopaedia Americana. The first metal OVens v. ere tin boxes for

use in fire places.
Baking technology acce'Lo rated in tho 19th century introducillg

automation of processes and tho replacemont of batch procossing with
continuous operation •. Thero vaa also the :introduction of heat rogulAti01J

who n f'uols of gas and electricity beCalile.oa.sil.ycontrollablo. suon

operRtions demandod speCially designod and constructod ovons suitable
for them; Encyclopaedia Britanica (MaCropaodia).
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In Ghana) the history and development of baking has not beon very

much dOCUIJlE)r1tod.It is howcvcr-, ascertained that bread and the art at'

baking were iritroduced in the country around 1529, by a charg ing , but

nevertheless, an all bread eating series at' European nations. The

type at' ovens used is not known but it is possible that the swish ovens

made of mudo or bricks, might have devol oped from a similar existing

model.

2.2 Types of Bread Baking Ovons

Many types of baking ovens have been developed the world ov~r.

TheBe have been described by many authors; Matz 1960 and 1970; Anderson,

1973, Slade 1971; Fanco , 1966, Kudao, 1978. Genorally, however, baking

ovens can be classified into specific typos on two basis, Brennan et al.

1969: Firstly by their heating methods, and socondly by thoir designs.

On tho basis of the heating mothods, two typos Are doscrib~d; thoso
, ..

indirect~ hoated by solid fuel, oil,g~~ar olectricity, and ihoso

directly hoated by gas, air or oloctroni~a11y, Basod on their design

also, two broad types are recognisod; the batch types and the continuous

types. Example3 of the batch types are the pool and tho draw plate oven,

and examp.Le s of' the continuous types are the muJ.ticycle, and travelling

ovens, (Fance, 1966; Matz 1960,1963; Slade, 1971).

Fance, 1966, alsof"lassified ovens differently under two broad

headings, internally heated and externally heated. Tho internally heated

ovens wa1"()sub-divided into those burning solid fuels, where combustion

takes plaso within the baking ~~ber itself. In this ~ategory arc wood

or side flue ovens; sido flue ovens adopted for gas or oil burning, and

those where gas or elef"tricity is used intor>:ally. ':L~h internally

heated ovens in iItli(".h solid or liquid f'ueL is burned within tho baking

chamber, baking cannot take p.Laee while the oven is firing. With gas or
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electric ovens or where the oven is externally heated, the oven remains

clean, so that baking is continuous, that is, while firing is still tak-

ing place.

In the design and construction of a bread baking kilns for a

continuoua baking, Kud zo rather described two general groups of ovens

based on pathway of.heat travel. They were updraught kilns and dovn

draught kilns. On the updraught principle, the heat or flames are

generated below and travel up the baking chamber. The flame tend to

ruah unimpeded through the firin~ chamber. The downdraught kiln might

also be called circutous draft kiln. The circutous pathway serves to

transmit more heat from the fuel to the wares and to the inside of the

chamber and therefore less heat escapes from the chimney; it also enables

an even distribution of heat through the oven. Most downdraught kilns
require chimney to furnish sufficient draft or pull to draw gas d ownwar-d .

Tho hot gas or products of combustion t~vols up'JaraS unless induced by

a draft to do ot.horw i.so, The products of combustion Leavo the chambc r at

or below ground level where their heat CM be more C onvonieritly utilisod.

The hottest part of the flame strikos the top and is radiatod or
re~lected to the ~loor. In a stUdy on bread~aking in Ghana jndah, 1982,
ossontialIy and practically groLped baking ovens used in the Ghanaian
breadmaking industry into ~vo; the traditional baking ovens :(swish ovens);

and the multiple deck ovens. The design of these ovens are well

described in a mimergraph report.

Based on these cla~sifications, the commonly known types of ovons
usDd in commercial bread baking are: the peel ovens (e.g. dome-shape
s¥ish oven, the side flue oven); the reel ovens, steam tubo ovens, draw-

plate over3, hot-air ovons, Vienna ovens, electric ovens; and travolling

ovens; the Chinese kilns, :Japanese kilns and the Korean kilns; (Matz,
1960, Andorson, 1973; Slade, 1971; Fance, 1966; Kudzo, 1978) and tho
ele ctronic eN ens•
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* Kudae used the VIOrd kiln to describe ovens.

2.3 Designs of Specif ic Ovens

1 • Side-flue Ovens

muilt stro~ of bricks, the side-flue oven consists of a

baking chamber with a flue on one side and a furnace on the other
in which the fire is burned. It is internally heated. Combustion

takes place in the baking chamber itself, v i.t h the by-product

escaping by ~ay of the flue and up the chimney. The ovens ha~e a

damper built into the flue which i9 closed when firing is finished,

so that the draught is stopped and no heat can escape by way of the

chimney. This type of oven is not fitted w Lth a thermometer so that

the proper temperature is determined only by the eye and judgement

of the experienced master baker. Tho embers from the firing are

cleared out wi th the aid of scuffle or a r-ake w heri tho temperature is

considered to bo appropriate before the baking commences. YJhen

. .

the embers are removed, the oven is allow:ed to 'lie-do~·m' for

some time, about an hour, to ensure even distribution of heat, before

the baking is commenced.

Firing a side-flue oven is simple. A draught is effected

first of all by opening the ash-pit door, pulling out the damper

and closing the steam escape trap over the oven st osk ; after

this, the furnace bars are then c.Io ar-od of ash and clinker. A

fire is built up of o .g'. paper, wood and coal. The furnace is

reloaded a number of times, generally two more times at the start
of baking when the furnace has burnt clear. Care in loading

shou Id be taken vb on using coal to ensure that combustion gases
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released from the roasting coal is ignited to avoid excossive

smoke f rom the chimney. This is done by pushing suff icient vWhite

hot coal to the oven end of the furnace to act as ignition to

the gases.

2 Reel Ovens

It comprises of a fabricated steel structure vdth polished
metal cladding and trim. The baking chamber is steam-sealed

and adequately insulated by mineral VI 001. A heat resisting glass

panel is fitted to the balance door for observation of the oven

interior, which is illuminated by special electric fittings.

The reel inside the oven is fitted w~th metal plates in ~jch

is pJ.'.cedbroad or cakes, the vmole rotating in a vertical plane

around a horizontal axis taking t~ minutes to complete the full

cycle. The number of plates depends on the size of the oven.

stopping and starting is electrically controlled by moans of a

push button.

The oven can be fired by gas, olectricity, oil, or solid f~el;

Firing is internal ~ith gas and eloctricity and exte~nal when

using oil li>rsolid fuel. The gas-fir0d oven is fitted with an

electronic flame failure control, an efficient safety dogice

w ich ensures that the gas is cJ.ltoff immediately should the
flame be accidentally extinguished.

The oven is quickly heated and the heat is remarkably flexi-
ble; vo r-kd.ng temperatures being easily and quickly attained. The

heating efficiency is high, particularly \,ith the internally

heated type, for heat losses are at a minimum~
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The reel is chain-driven by an electric motor of 10\,horao-

p owor-, .All types of bread and cakes can be baked. steam which is

usually needed in large amounts can be injected for bread baking.

3. Travelling Ovens

These are automated continuous baking ovens. There are three

main types, the swngg tray, the tunnel or travelling plate oven,

and the controlled tray oven.

The swing tray oven contains an endless chain on vhi.ch cradle

or trays are fixed, into which the bread is placed. The trays move

upward and downward and around the oven chamber to complete a

cycle. Thus they are loaded and unloaded at the same point.

Example are the single-lap and double lap tray ovens. They are

gonerally hoated on the hot-air-, ~inciple i.e. hot air running
through ducts, using as fuol either coke, oil, gas or electricity.

The tunnel ovens arc gEmerally of' tWlOtypes; direct hoatine;

type and indirect heating type \.i th or wi thout forced cLncul.at.t on

of tho oven atmosphere. Heating can be by oil, gas or electricity.

There are three main conveyors for transferring matorials through

the baking chambe~. These include steel band, grid and oven-mesh

belt conveyors. All types are completely automatie inoporation

and are arranged f or easy incorporation into automated production

lines.
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.Indirect heating with natural convection tunnel oven

This comprises of a baking chamber of w oLdod steel plate, insulated

with glass wool and based upon a welded and bolted s tructuro of soc't.ionai.

iron clad Vi i th polished stainless steel plates at the loading and un -

loading ends, and polished aluminium plates around the oven sections~

The combination of glass wool and polished stainless steel and aluminium

reduco heat loss to a minimum. Stock is convoyed through the oven or a

woven wire-mosh bolt, tho uppor stand of' V'fhich is supported by steel

platting and tho Lcw er- by rollors carriod in ball beaming mounted on the

bas cd frame •. The speed of the carrier is infinitely var-i.ab.Le , drive boing

from an electric motor lOCRted under the belt at tho loading end of the

oven.

Radiator tubes are locatod in the baking chamber, at tho top and

also at the bottom, immodiatoly boneath the steol plating supporting

tho uppor top stand of' the conveyor belt. TheBe tubers are arranged in

groups, one f or each section, with delivery and return branch ducts.

The return br-anchcs are fitted with adjustable dampers permitting the

flail of hot gas to each ecparat.e section to be regulated by 'adjustment

of R control lover placed on the exterior of the oven. The heat supply

source, comprising a centrifugal fan or blOV\er and an oil-fired heater

assembly, is mounted on top of the oven at the loading end•. Oven heat

is supplied by the product of combust i on, the gases passing through to

another duct back to the heater assembly and admixture with fresh

products of combustion, The radiator tubes beneath the top strand of tho

conveyor are sj.milarly served, the gas flowing to the tubes through

different ducts. The hottest gas thus enter the radiator tubes for top

and bottom hoating on opposite sides of the ovon, providing for even

heat distribution.
. "
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The heater assembly is based on tv:o concentric steel tubes. and

inner tube v:hich forms the combustion chamber is lined with refractory

brick and houses the oil burner. Spent gases from the heating system

are forced by the recirculation fan through a duct int 0 the annular

space formed bet>'oen the two steel tube s , They thus receive heat

before being dive rt.o d by blades for intimate mixing with the hot

oombustion products at the outlet end of the combustion ohamber ; to

provide the desired heat supply demAnded by the oven temperature.

This is controlled by varying the burner output automatically in

accordance with pre-set temperature levels. Excess spent gases aro

vented to atmosphere through an outlet.

A s t.or.mi.ng chamber is built into t-he oven to facilitate the

steaming of loaves before baking. steam is admitted into the chamber

through steam pipes, in which are drillod a serios of outlet holes.

The heating chamber is sogmnntod into hoat zones which can bo

ac cur-at.e'Ly controlled. Loading is done at one end of the oven and the

baked product is unloaded at the opposite ond.

The tunnel oven is very simple in design and construction and its

long flat hearth or grids gives unlimited fl&xibility ~dth respect to

different pan sizes. It requires the 10lvest ceiling height. It how-

ever, occupies more floor space than any other oven, and has proven

difficult to adapt positive aut omati e unloading devioes to it. It is

the most expensive type of oven to pur-chase ,

The controlled tray oven has the trays held in a horizontal

position during their journey through the oven. This is important for

confectionery such RS tarts, oust.a.r-ds, and light spongo good.••.~hi..ob would

be distorted by a swinging motion •

. .
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4-. steam Tube Ovens

Built in 1851, the principle of heating is by an induced

pressure ?f} water surface which raises the boiling point and thus the

temperature. This is done by a series of tough cold drawn steel

tubes approximately 1 5/6 inches in diameter and with abore of about

15/1'~inch. Each tube contains about 4-0,% of internal volume of

distilled water, and is hermotically sealed •..

The tubes, evenly spaced, are placod in rows, .one row under the

sole and the other just under the crown of the ovon ,.> The tubes are

tilted back a little so that the lower end are in the furnace. 1:ihen

the fire is lighted or the heat supplied, tho heat is conducted

through the metal of the tube to the vat.o r-, Convection currents are

o
sot up and the water soon boils at 212 F. The steam from the

boiling wl'ttcr cannot escl'tpe and the pro asure on the surraoo incroa.S{)s:

this raises the boiling-point still further.

As the heat is still being applied it continues to boil at a

higher temperature. Eventually the pressure becomes so' great that

. 0the water bo~ls at 500 F and over~ This heat is radiated into the

oven and is recorded on the' thermomotor-, The heat is almost the

same along the whole length of the tube, even though the heat is

applied at the furance end.

Generally the tube onds extend tho whole length of' too rurnaoe

at tho back of the oven. In some ovens the tube ends are bent to fit

compactly into I't smaller ~uranco, resulting in a more evenly heated
oven and a greater t'ue.l efficiency •.

• a
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Firing

If coke is used, ~he fire is lighted on the bottom rCNJof tube

with the ash-pit doors and the dampers opened initially until the fire

begins to burn red, when the ash-pit doors are closed and the damper

partly pushed in. It is important that the fire be f reo of accumulated

clinker at all times. This will cling to the tubes and act as a

barrier to the conduction of heat from the fire to the tubes.

AdvMtages

1. Continuous baking, hour after hour

2. Clean

3. No fumes in bakery

4. No fuel or ash in the bakery

5. eftn be used with eight coke, gRoS, or oil RoSa f'ue]

DisadvMtagoX

1 • Higher capital outlay

2. Thero is a d angor- of burst t ube s vrhon under inefficient

control.
o

f.hen the temperature of the tube is 250 F there is a

a
pressure within -the tubes of 151bs, at 40C F it is 2351b and at

500°F :it is about 700lb. This p ct r-ays how serious a burst

tube can be.

3. Regular examination is necessary

4. Time is needed in raising or 10J'1ering the temperature.

'-ihether the ovens are coke, gas or oil fired, tho flues and

tubes muat be kept clean or the err rcrenoy of the oven is lOiYCred.

Cleaning is even more important with coke fired ovens because of

dust which soon e ccumuf.at.e s on the upper ro;;s of' tubes and in the

flues. Tho best practice is to c'Loan p..t rogular iniorvals, for

instance, once a week.
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5. Drawplate Ovens

These ovens are externally heated, usually by st eam tube fired

by coke, gas or oil. This type of oven Was designed to speed up

oven loading and unloading. This speeding up is effected by drawing

the plate or oven 801e (hearth) out into the bRkery, hence the name.

In this manner the baked bread is quickly pushed on to metal lined

tables and wheeled away. In a similar manner the unbaked bread is

wheeled to the plate.in provers and the oven quickly loaded. All

bread, whether tin or baked on the oven hearth is pLa.eed on "setters"

the width of the oven, these are p'La oed int 0 the provers. It is

then a simple matter for two men, one on either side of the oven to

tilt the setter, so that oven loading takes place a row at a time ~

"no plate rests on a wheeled carriage. The wheels, which are

grooved, fit into metal runners fitted flush w it.hthe floor. The
plates are easily pulled out and pushed in, passage being effecte~

by counter-weighted doors which are easily manipulated. Single or

double-deck ovens are installed if desired or even a single-deck
drawplace with a peel oven on top.

6. Hot-air Ovens

These ovens are externally heated, burning gas, oil or solid

f'uo.L; The principle of heating is by hot convection currents

which circulate in flues and duct between the baking chambers.
There is very little flue 'pull' so that hot air circulatos slowly.

The newer types, heated by gas, ha~e the burners at tho bottom

of the oven; they are t ne rer oro much more compact and take up 188S

room. In addition thoro is a E5roator hoat of'f'icioncy,t'ortw nQt
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air on cooling is returned and released at a l~er level, not as in

the older system, at the top before tho heat is fully exhausted.

There is no flue puiU, only the movement of convoction currents from

the burners round the oven and back to the low level flue. The

new ovens of this type are heavily Lnau.Lated v ith mineral wool. Hot

air ovens are clean in operation, baking can be fairly continuous,

and they are safe.

7. Ele ctric Ovens

The electric ovon is handy, efficient, easy to handle and
maintain, clean and hygienic and has excellent baking qualities.
It is practically steam tight, reducing evaporation in baked goods

to a minimum. The oven is heated by element enclosed within metal
tubes placed in raws in a similar manner to those in a steam tube

oven. The oven is insulated against heat loss by radiation.
Most o£ them have tilted solos, are portablo and o£ tho pool type,

although larger units are also in use.

8. Vienna Ovens

These are used to bake Vienna bread which must be baked in a

saturated atmosphe re, It is built on a different principIa from
the other ovens. This is based on the fact that steam is lighter

than air and it therefore rises.

The oven sole slopes upward and is in two 8ectian3~ "tl1e .f'irst

at a more accute angle than the second. This £irst section is

merely to give better access to the baking sole (herewith) on which

the bread is placed. The beginning o£ the baking sole is approxim

mately at the same level as the bottom of the opened oven door, so
that All injected steam is trapped within the baking chamber.
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There is a flue at the upper end of the baking chamber, in which

a damper operated from the front of the oven can be opened t awards

the end of baking time to allow for the escape of steam. in this

way the bread and rolls can finish baking in a dry heat, giving the

criep, dry crust, characteristic of well made vienna bread.

9. The SWish Oven

This is a typical example of the peel oven. It is believed

to have been introduced in the country on the introduction of the art

of baking; Youngs, 1972.

Essentially it consists of a baking chamber built of bricks of
varying types, of mud; with an opening at one face which serve as the
mouth for firing, loading and unloading. It also serve as the atack,

In its present state, the chamber is normally built on a platform which

the experienced builders design to rotain high amount of heat for baking,

by packing materials like cement blocks, salt and pieces of broken

glass to f arm part of the hearth. Various shapes of this oven have

evolved; plates 1 - 6.

Its principle of operation is based on that of the peel oven and

it is wood fired, Andah, 1982.

Details on its design and construction are t'ully described by

Kudze, 1978; Capbell Pla~t, 1979; Opoku, 1984; Biney, 1976 and Armah

Jnr-, 1980.
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2.4 MATITTENANCE OF OVENS

The basic importance of the oven in a bakery has urged oven

designers to always aim at making it a reliable piece of equipment,

requiring a minimum of maintenance. Anderson, 197C. The fact that

ovens will often operate far beyond their normal useful life expec-

tancy of around twenty Years is evidence of their rUtged, well

executed construction. Knowing haw an oven is designed, how it is

to be operated, which critical points on it require frequent

checking and maintenance, along with a good and regular lubrication

schedule, will pay important dividends in uninterrupted baking

schedules and longevity of equipment •.

Anderson, 1970, have described haw and why the various parts of the

oven shouln be checked for maintenance; 'He has also provided a guide for

scheduled oven maintenance; using the single-lap direct gas-fired tray

oven as an ex~le.
Johnson, 1968, has also described the steps to be followed in oven

maintenance or repairs. In his work: improving oven efficiency, he noted

that an oven with a record of frequent breakdown is an Lnef'f'd oIerrt one.

To prevent such production stoppings, he suggested that a sound preventive

maintenance programme should be initiated. A check sheet should be

drawn up by a qualified maintenance engineer l~sting all potential

trouble areas for periodic inspections. Further, a recor-d of an oven's
preventive maintenance checks should be maintainecl, f'allowing lubrication

schedules recommended by the manufacturer. List the date of'breakdowns

and tteir ceus es , and the work or parts installed in the oven.

r
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Johnson further explained that by careful study of these records, certain

trends may show up that can be acted upon before breakdown occur. For

instance, if it is noted that a certain part fails after a year's service, this

part should be scheduled to be changed on a regular basis, and thereby

minimize the reoccurance of failure during production. Complete records

also can be used to determine what spare parts should be carried on hand.

It is observe~ that the swish oven is maintained by patching pnd

polishing the cracks on the bodies which generally occur as a result of

heating with specially prepared sand and clay mixture, Campbell-platt 1978.

The whole body surface of the oven is also regularly glaced with the

specially prepared clay mixture. The frequency of this exercise however,

depends on the baker; the materials for construction, h~i well the oven

Vias constructed; and the housing of the oven.

Generally, the following essential points should be observed when

using an oven, for higher efficiency (Fance, 1966).

A) Oven f'ired V" ith solid fuel

1• Understand the construction and the v.' orking of'the ovon, In this

may a greater measure of'control can be gained.

2. Understand the nature of'the f'uel that is being used.

3. Keep the fire fans clear so that a plentiful supply of air is

available for complete combustion. The flues must be cleaned

out regularly so that there is sufficient draught.: TIith adequate
supply of air, clinke f'ormation is loss and tho amount of'

residual ash is reduced.

4. Plan and give tim8 for obtaining the desired ash is reduced.

5. Replace as soon as possible all burned fire bars and f'ur.naoo t'i.tt:Lnqs.

Failure to do this may result in all th8 bars buc1]L~g and a11 metal

fittings doteriorating,- so that all will need rep1acing.
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6. Take care in regulating the draught or the maximumcalorific

value of the fuel will not be obtained.

7. The quickest v;ay to cool an oven is to close the ash-pit doors,

open the damper and the furnace doors. In this way cool air is

drawn into the furnace and not through the fire.

8. Study at all times the recommendations of the maker, their advice

is always available.

B) Gas Fired

Many of the points emphasized for solid fuel ovens are equally

applicable. In addition.

1. Keep a careful check on the air supply, avoiding excessive draught.

2. Bunners, jets, valves, etc, must be frequently inspected, kept

clean and in efficient working order.

3. All burners should correctly adjust8d to maintain h8ating e~ici8ncy.

c) Oil Fired

1 • The flame should be inspected at short and regular intervalS. A

smokeless flame indicates heating efficiency. Smoke shows an

excess of oil in the mixture, while the presence. of flying sparks

indicates an excess of air.

2. Keep all burners clean and properly adjuat.e d,

D) Electricity

1. Have internal elements che cknd regularly by a ()01ill""t~llt o l.e c b r-J {'j '-,J:

to ensure maximumsafe:ty and efficiency.

2. Pay attention to the use of the switches controlling top and

bottom heat for the maintenance of even heatin6 and economic

fuel consumption.•
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It ought to be noted that, the erriciency of an oven or or tho

ruel depends on correct firing and oven maintenance. These in

addition to the inteligent use of the oven will determine the

economic efficiency of the oven; Fance, 1966.

2.5 PREVIOUS WORKS rnN BAKING OVENS rn GRANA

Research works towards improvement of existing baking ovens and

the development of new types have been very little in this country.

This may be ascertained from the fact that several hundreds of years

after the introduction of the aut of bread baking, the swish oven is

still the most predominant baking oven in the country. It is observed

that, the bakery industry in the country do not have bakery engineers

who could have taken the chellenges to come out with suitable designs

or models. Generally, ther-ef' ore designing and construction of these

ovona have boon lof't to artisans who do not have much knowledge in

basic engineering.

A few attempt 8 have however, been made, Campbeil:-platt, 1979, Vi or'ke d

to' improve the traditional swish oven. Kudze, 1978, Bd.ne y, 1976: and

op oku, 1984 also individually worked to develop new types of ovens suitable

for bread.

'!bere seem to have been other works which have not been documented.

Currently f or instance, better designed ovens are being built which

incorporate features like, foundation, chimney ash pits pyrometer. and

insulating materials (metal ovens. These features were not; in

original designs.
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With the rate of grC1iVthof the bakery industry the increasing cost

of bread production, and the impact of baking on the energy crisis in the

country however, there is a need for more comprehensive works to update

the oven equipmont. This should aim at designing and constructing oven

equipments which would be more suitable for the local bakery industry

more efficient, and economical in terms of fuel use, more safer to use,

and more adaptable to modern bakery technology. It should also contri-

bute to meeting demand of bakery products.
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3. MET HOD 0 LOG Y

3.1 Organisation of Study

The survey Was carried out Fith a sturcturod questionnaire

designed to provide some general information about each bakery and

technical information on the ovens. It was pretested in a few

bakeries and th0n r-ev Lowed be f or'eits implementation.

3.2 Selection of Oven Cases (Sampling)

Thirty-six (36) ovens were randomly se Le cted from 28 bakeries
visited in various parts of Accra and its surrounding areas. These

areas included Labone, Gantoments, Osu, Kanda, East Legon, Legon,

Madina, Kaneshie, Laterbioker shie, Mataheko, £beka and Dansoman.

Selection of cases v.ere baS0d on uniqueness of design, con-

struction and source of en0rgy. As many different ovens as possible

within the project resources wore selected for study. The bakeries

were identified by their advertising posts, their popularity and 'with

the help of previ ously visited bakers.

3.3 Data Collection

The questionnaire were filled by the researchers, except in one

case. QU0stiorewere generally interpret.ed into the local language, at

English, going through may bo, another interpretation.

A plastic rule, 30CillS in length and a metre tape, we re used t u

tA.ke dimensions of ovens. Phot:.o,grap.hs or v~~r:ioufl mo,le).s ilL' OVtJll,S

wore taken :for illustrt>ttions.
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4. FIN DIN G S

4.1 General Information About .theBakeries

4.1.1. OWnership of -B-akeries
-'

About eighty-nine per cent of bakeries studied are privately

owned by individuals, most of whom(about eighty-tw 0 per cent) are

females between the ages of 26 and 73 years. About sixty-four

per cent of these women are of fifty years.

At least twenty-five per r("~nt of the Q'I'.nershave had no

formal education; table 1 and 2.-

Table I: Age Distrib4tioI]. _of J3akers

Age (Years) Frequency

~ 30 1

31 - 40 0

41 - 50 9
.:

51 -60 6
61 6

Not available/N ot applicable. * ---o

28

*Refers to the institutionalisod bakeries.
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Table 2: Formal Educational Levels Attained by
bakel'S

Level Frequency Percentage

None
Primary (up to standard 7)
Secondary/Training College
Diploma (in Hotel MaQqgement)
Not available/not applicable

7
7
5
1

8
28

25
25
17.9
3.5
28.6

100.uO

4.1.2. Oven designing and Fabrication

About eighty-five percent of the ovens stUdied are constn1c~p~

locally. There are artisans responsible for the constructionso

These people, it was revealed in the study, acquire their

expertise through experiences as apprentices. The mud ovens ~~q

designed and constructed by masorrs whilst the met a.L ovens are

constructed by mechanics.

4.2 Classification of Ovens

Many different types of ovens ar-e being used in t ho country.

These can be broadly classified by:

the source of fuel used

the major construction materials; Rnd

the mode of operation (loading and uu+oading).

In practice h~ever, all the three critena need to be used,
to describe Rny particular oven.

4.2.1. Classififlation by major materials for Construction
This criterion provides the broadest class:i£ica-L.l.o.n.'J'l-

broad classes may be described basod on the observation or the

survey, table 3a.
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1. the clay mud ovens; the mud being in the forms

of sundriod bricks, burnt bricks, refractive bricks and

mould (unformed mud). The refractive bricks are imported

and usually purchased as rejects from industrial kilns.

2. the metallic ovens; predominantly built with steel plates
and iron r-ods,

3. tho metallic - brick ovens. '1'.,.0 models of this are observed;

a model of a metallic multiple deck baking chamber with a

brick firing chamber attached to its back; and another of a

brick baking chamber with iron-rod shelves and steol plate

door.

Table 3( a) Materials for Construction
of Ovens

M:aterial No. of Ovens Percentage

Metal (steel) 17 47.2
Clay Mud:

Unformed mud
Sun-dried bricks
Burnt bricks
(solid aID.hol.Los )

Metal - Bricks
Total

2 ',5 •..6
1 2i8

11 30.5

2 :5~G-36 100

4.2.2. 6lassification by the source ~f ener~
By tho S cur-co of onorgy us~d in t:bz:tngl' ±.h9 OV0&0 .,.ouJ..d ~

classif'ied as WOOd-fired, gas, oil - fired, electric and..~-.d:Ils.J.

ovons , .A f'ow also combino or use alternativel'y two sources, as

in the gas/electric, eloctritVo.il. and the charcoa.1)g,as.ovens.
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Fuel wood is the predominant fuel source, used in a little oven

~ 7% of ovens studied. 25% of ovens ns ed liquified petroleum gRS

(LPG), (they Rre the gRS ovens); Rnd ~ electricity (electric

ovens) •

TRble 3(b): Source of Energy Used for HeRting

Energy Source No. of Ovens Percent

1P ood fuel 17
LPG'" 9

Electrici ty 3
Residual oil 2

Sawdust

Charcoal ( 1 )

Electricity/On 1

Electricity/GR8 --L
Total 36

~7.2
25
8 •.3

5.6
2.8

(2.8)
2.8 .

g
100

*In one case oncountored, red hot charcoal in coa1p~ts

is source of he at in the abs ence of LPG.

Classification by methods of loading RUd unloRding

Invariably all the ovens are batch types. Predominantly

most of them are peel ovens; with a few of dr-awp.Lat e an d reel ovens

There are yet others vrhi oh work aimd.Lar'Ly on the peel principle

but due to the dimensions of the ovens do not omp'l oy the use of

peels. They aro oas iLy luaded by hand s which could roach the rear

of the ovens. These ovens may be described as "somi.ppoe L" ovens.
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Table 3(c) provides information on the numbers observed.

Table 3(c): Method of loadin,g and unl.Qa<Ung

Method No. ~

Peel 17 47.22
Draw PIA.te 2 5.56
Reel 1 2.78
Semi-peel 16 44.44--36 100.LO

r.

Shapes. dimensions and C~acities of Ovens

The shapes, dimensions and capacities of the ovens vary.

Generally, the metallic ovens are rectangular in shape and the

clay mud ovens are dome. Some of the latter are however, pyramidal
or rectangular; table 4; plates 1 - 3. Table 5 shows some

peripheral dimensions, and the capacities of some of the ovens

studied. ~'ihilst the dome shaped clay-mud ovens measured more in

basal diameters than in heights, there seem not to be any regular

pattern with the metallic ovens. It could be higher than broader

or vice versa; but generally shallow in width. It appears also

that generally despite the larger spaces occupied by the clay mud

ovens, the metallic ovens possessed relatively higher capacities
than them.

Table 4: Shapes of Ovens

Shape No. Observed ~

Dome 11 30.6
RectangUlar 22 •• 61 .1

Pyramidal .l. a.3
TataJ.. 36 110.0
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PLATE 1: A model of the clay-mud oven. Note the dome-shap~, the
foundation (typ~ 2) and the cloth-sealed mouth.

PLATE 2: A model of a clay-mud oven,
l"Irovidedwith a chimney
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PLATE 3: A mOdel of the clay-mud oyen with two entrance
the foundation is similar to that of plate I.

PLATE 4 A model of the clay-mud oven no te the heiesht
of the fo~~dation and the continuity or the
oven wall with the f'olmd3.tion.
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Table 5 .Dimens ions and Capacities of some Ovens

"of\- ••••* Dimensions Capacity
Shape of Material used (metres) ( Bags of flour
Oven for its con- Height Width/basal Length baked at a bat en)

struction Diameter as given by os ne r-
on oven

Re ctangular Earth 1.2 2.3 2.8 2/3

" Metal Earth 1.95 1.8 3.45 a
" " 1.5 1.25 4.5

" Metal 1.75 1.65 2.05 1.1.
2

" " 1.2 0.9 1.5 1
"2

" " 1.3 O.G 1.10 1
"2

" " 1.8 1 .05 2.4

" " 1 .5 1 .10 1.05

" II 1.82 1.15 1.17 1.1.
4

" II 1 .6 1 .1 () 1.60 i-
" II 1.5 1.2 2.3

" " 1 .2 0.8 1 .35

" " 2

" " 3-5
" " 2

Dome Earth 0.8 2.1 1
"2

II " 1.2 2.3

" " 1.2 1.5 2
"3

" " 1 .8 3.0

" " 1.2 2.1 2
"3

" " 1.2 2.4

4..3 Types of Ovena

An oven may not fall strictly undor ~ny ona of the classes aescribed"

fA wood-i'ired oven can be clay-mud oven or a motal oven, CUld a peol or a

draw plRte. Based on the obsorvat~ons of the survey, the type3 of ovonB
that RrEl used may be described as:
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1. The wood-fired peel clay mud ovens.

2. The wood-fired peel metal brick ovens

3. The gas-fired brick "a:.emi-peeloven ,·ith metal shelves.

4. The various models of metallic ovens, which are fired

with either gas (LPG) residual oil, SAW dust, electricity,
charcoal, or combinations of some of them. They are all

semi-peel types.

The Wood-fired peel mud .ovens

These constituto::labout50% of the ovens

They consist of chambers constructed of mud

studied; tab+~ 3(b)

and clayey materials.

The form of the materials may vary from one oven to another. It may

baimud, sun-dried bricks, burnt bricks or refractive bricks.Lunfr~~9d

Many different shapes of the ovens are found. Generally
I

however, they are dome shaped; table 4, plates 1-3. Individual ovens

also vary in dimensions. HOVI:9ver,generally, the ba sa'L diameters of'

the dome measure more than the heights (where rectangular, the lengths
measure more than both the w idt.hs and the heights and where pyamidal

the lengths and widths measure similarly, and more than tho heights).

Table S illustrates the dimensions of some of the ovens. Diameters

recorded ranged from 1.5 to 3.0 metres, and heights 0.8 to 2 metres.
Some of them are provided with chimney; table 6. In responso

to the usefulness of the chimney, some respondents indicated that the

chimney directs smoke a•.ay from the oven chamber and also is used to

regulate the heat of the oven. It is however kncmn that it also
provides a draught for heat circulation in the oven chamber; Kudze, ~978.
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The chambers are provided with small entrances, circular or ro t angu.. '.'

in shapes, through which the pieces of firewood are loaded in the chamber ,

These entrances, during baking, are closed with doors which may 'be c omp'l.e t a.'.'

detached or hinged to a frame at the wall. The doors are made "a i.r-t i.ght " '0:'

some bakers by coverang it with wet jute sacks, during baking, plate 1.

Majority of the ovens are built on raisdd foundations. These

according to the bakers aid in the following ways:

1 • They prevent the bakers from bending excessively in order

to reach the inside of the chambors.

2. They are specially constructed to retain heat for the baking.

3. They prevent seeping of water into the hearth when there are

run-effs of water.

The raised foundations project the ovens baking chambers some centime-:-'-~'"

above the oround level. The heights vary from f o cme to about one met r-o ,

Some of .t.hem are provided with tw 0 entrances which maybe adjacently

or oppositely placed (see plates 3). The addi.t Lonal. snt r-anees are said Oi~~;1:'"

to aid loading and unloading, or are equipped with ash pits: to be used 'at)

entrances f or firing.

4.3.1.1. Construction

( a) Foundation

A foundation is the first to be constructed. The construction

is differently done, ~epending on the specificRtion of the owner of
the oven, the experience of the builder; ~nd the materials to be

used for construction. Materials not ed to be used are sand, sale,

mUd, broken cement blocks, cemont, and bricks (any ef the types)

Campbell-Platt also mentioned brokon bottles. TWoor more of th8e9

materials may be combined in one f'oundntd.on , The general pr0C'8",r1.1'-:'(;

involved are de s or-i.b cd below:
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ney are broadly grouped int 0 three.

1 • Sand, mud, stones or broken blocks are heaped a't the base for

the oven. These are trA.mpleii down to be very firm. More addd.t Lons

are made and pressed similarly until the iesirei height is A.ttained;,

The edges of the p'Latf' orm may be shaped with pieces of blocks or

big st ones p'l at.c 5.

2. A concrete wA.1l of cement blocks is constructed A.1onga mA.rked

area. This may be ro ct angu'l.ar or cdr-cu'Lar-,, Generally

this aro a is slightly bigger than the act ua.l base of the oven. The

w al.L is .constructed to a desired height. It is then filled in

layers with stones or broken blocks, sand or salt and thon a singlo

layer of bricks. The brick layer would be in level with the wall~

It would form tho hoar-th of the oven. Plate 1 shows this type of

founda:t!on. The wR11 is plastered with cement - Band mixture.

3. Foundations of this type aLwaye have r-e ct enugl.ar bases. A concrete

wall of cemont blocks is constructed along A.mar'ked re ot angul ar base to a

height of A.bout 70 to 5Jcms. Within this wall is markod the I'tctual base

of tho oven which is car-cul.ar-, Along the circular mark another wall is

constructed to the s ame height of outer walL, Tho space between the

two walls are filled with stones and mortar to the levols of tho walls.

The base of the circular wall is also filled, in layers, with stones and

sand, large quantity of sA.1t and a single layer of bricks (tho typo used

f or the chamber construction}. The brick l.~r which jOIJlm too hearth

is at level with the outer layers. P1.a-W 4.
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PLATE 5: A clay-mud oven under construction. It illustrates
the type of foundation described in type 1 or the teit.
Note also the inward. curving of the walls to form the
dome.
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PLATE 6: A clay-mud oven which has no~ shelter. The oven ha~
!ufferad a~varaly 'rom ralns and wlnd abrasion~.
There is no £oundation.
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( b) The Chamber

The chamber is constructed by building along the perimeter of the

circular base or a marked base on the foijndation, the sides of the oven,

The bricks are laid singly and then fixed w Lth clay mud along the per-i.meter ,

and layer after layer. A gap is left f or the doorway. This is fitted

with a frame, which may be a ring (circular) or rectangular, to facilitate

the construction; (see plate 5) From a certain height, the bricks are

inclined slightly inwards, ~ecreasing the diameter, and giving a gentle

curve inwards. Further inclination J.;f the bricks in, a rd s results in the

closure of the dome. The outer surface of the walls are then coated with

clay, and then polished when "lried w i th a special::.clay. Chimneys are

constructed near the entrance to facilitate the movement of the smoke.

Shelter for the Oven

The oven may be huilt in a shed specially built f or the bakery

or in the opening of a compoundhouse and then provided w i.t h a shelter

The ovens built on the third type of foundations are specially

protected in houses built along the outer wall of the foundation.

In this way, the actual body of the chamber is not seen from the

outside unless one enters the house through a provided window; see

plate 4. Yet still there are s orne which are le:ft in the opening at

the mercy of rainfall, and the winds; plate 6.

4.3.1.2 Op~ration of Oven (firing Rnd baking)

As their names imply, they are all peel ovens; and are all

wood fired.
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Firing is done by packing pieces of wood, fronds or husks

through the entrance near the centre of the hearth. The heap is J..;>.<;:c.

set to burn. Burning is continued until all the wood turn into

embers. More wood may be added until the fireman re al.Lses the

temperatqre is okey f or baking. During the survey, a number of TN a2'-

to assess tho heat wore revealed:

1. The fireman may fuel the outer surface of the oven with

the palm.

2. A piece of Qough may be placei on the surf~ce, ani then

the time taken to bake is noted.

3. The vapour flow from the surface of the oven may be noted.

All these nepend on the experience of the IDa3ter baker.

The embers and aahes aro drawn out, using a special curved

tool. The oven is al Lowe d to "set" for sometime, about 15 minutes,

during which temperature equilibriation is thought to occur, and

the flash heat is cleared. Load.i.ng is then done of the proved doue·..

using a peel. The opening is closed and. tffi bread is baked in the

residual heat of the oven; for about 30 minutes. Baked loaves are

then unloaded. An oven could be reloaded f'or baking one or more t:.:!"p')

without fUrther heating.

A maximumnumber of 7 time-a was. noted in some of the ovens( tho

type built on foundation type 3).

4.3.1.3 Maintenance of Oven

Maintenan co is rogulRrlJion most or th'-'~d lJVt:H,S • J1,...: ULm Hdj'-:l ~.

of polishing the outer surface of the chamber with a special p ol.L; ..:1

some prepared from clay of· ~.'-hill; recoating of scratched

surfaces, patching of cracked s.urf'e oe-a, awl replaooroent or br-ok.c i,

hricks.
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None of the bakers hcwev er-, had maintenance schedule and with

the exception of the surface polishing which seems to be a

pr-e carrt i.ve mairrt enanoe , all the other works are done as repairs.

4.3.1.4 Limitations

Even though most of the bakers seem to be satisfied with these

ovens, and even prefer them to some metal ovens, a number of limit a-

tions are observed in them. These are even appreciated by the ~ners

when tbey get to know and understand thom.

1. Heat control devices: There are no means t a regulate heat in

these ovens. Even though Campbell Platt introduced a pyrometer

in his improved. oven, such feature was never observed any where.

Meaning it has not been adopted. There is therefore a greater

possibility of burning fuel more than ide:llly necessary.

2. Insulation: f,part from waste of energy by burning more than

required, the ovens are not well insulated. Heat is therefore

easily lost to the surroundings, and one can: realise this when

standing within metres of an oven being fired.

3. Capacity: There are no shelves in these ovens; and the areas of

the hearths are the only determinants of the:ovens capacities.

The ovens thus seem to possess very low capacities compared to

the spaces they occupy. Campbell-Platt introduced a shelf in

hia improved traditionftJ. oven , 'Ihl~ he real1~ed moreases the

amount of breac baked at a time, using the same amount of fuel.

would be twice the amount to be used in the sMll-less oven I'Ul..l

as such the improved oven could not bake many batches on Single

heating, it is ebsorvo d that, t~ is savod, M-1 tho amount of

energy loat as a result or poor insuJ.l\tion, with t;i..lzJo minjjni~oo...
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4. Materials for construction: Only in a few cases that ref' ract f.ve bricks

were found to have been used f or oven constructions. These types of

bricks are supposcd to be better heat re t adne r-s than the others. Some

of the bricks, like the sun-dried bricks, and Ells0 the mudwhd.~hseem

to be poor he~t retainers, were also completely solid, thicker, and

therefore tend to dissipate lots of the heat in the baking chambers.

5. 'IWodoor system: Much as heat is lost from too wtUls, the entrances

also allow in-flow of cold air which reduces the temperature. Therefore

the marc the number of openings int 0 the chamber, the faster the oven

would c001 down and thus the higher the extent of energy wastElge.

6. Absence of Controlled Draught: Not all the ovens have chimneys, and

dampers to effect draught. Heat distribution w at han the oven therefore

is always poor, concentrating mostly in the upper part near the dOlOO.

7. One Chambered: The baking chamber is the sarno firing-chamber and so

baking and firing cannot bQ simultaneously done. This contributes to

tho wastage of energy. Pr-oduct s may also be dirtied; and lots of time

are wasted in oporati on.

8. Irregularities in baking; Generally, loaves of dough loaded first are

unloaded last, particularlly in the simple or adjacently placed dual crrt.r-anco

ovens. There is therefore high chancos of burning or oxces s ivo browning

of sane loaves. Al.s 0, because the doors are opaque, oven chambers cannot

be seen whilst baking. Bakers depend on their exporiences t a tell whc.n

loaves are ready, as times are not very reliable. Dough can tl~ere.fol't.·

be overb~kod, becoming +085 desirable, and wasting energy.
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9. Shelter: The shelter is very important; and it is very we~

-lone,'in most of them. However, where this is lacking, (as i -i

plate 6) the oven is subjecten to rains, and air movements

which in view of the poor insulation of the ovens may Lncre ase

energy wastages. Unfortunately the nature of the ovens are

such that they demand special shelter.

10. The nature of the oven and how it is operated; it is believed

contributes to a number of health p r ob. ems, Problems mentio::'):'.

include headaches, fever, bar-r-ono s s , :lci.L6c/bacA:pa in , burns

eye defects and abnormal blood pressure.

4.3.2 The wood - fired poel metal brick oven

This consists of a well designed r-o ctangular fire chamber ~'_i:"; .:';

of burnt bricks, attached to double deck metallic bak.irig chamboz-R-::;

the back. The baking chamber is rectangular. The hearth of J.:;::<:> "hp'-~'"

is a plate. The ceiling is equipped with metal tubes which enil:l

the firing chamber. Each chamber is also e qu.ippe d with a pyr-omotoi-

which records temperRture of the chamber-; p.Lat o 7. The fire chambc .:

is equipped with an ash pit and a chimneY.

4.3.2•1 Construction

Much cannot be said on this oven as the baking chamber is

imported. However, the wall is double and either fibre glass or

rock wool lagged in between, or v acuumise d,

4.3.2•2Qperation

where f':irew ood :is bu.rning j.nto tho, b"king i:'hFLmber. Tho baking "h--'

is well insulated. The Rir within gets hellted. and. the heat Is ."bs~..'",

b: the plate hoarth. The temperature thus r.LSOS, and at a desired
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temperature, the oven is loaded. Baking is allcmed f or about

45 minutes. Many batches can be baked whilst the oven is firj~g

Loading is done with a peel, plate 8.

4.3.2.3 Maintenance

This is done mostly on thD firing chamber. It consist of

patching of cracks, and recoating and polishing of surfaces.

4.3.2.4 Limitations

Apart from being a batch oven, the only problem is the contro~
of temperature. It can only be done manually by withdrawing some

of the burning firew ood,

4.3.3 The Gas-fired "Semi-peel" brick oven with. rootal shelves

4.3.2.1 Construction Operation and Maintenance

This consists of a rectangular baking chamber constructed wiJ.;~:.

burnt bricks. The chamber is partitioned with metal grid shelves:

ani is fitted with a metallic plate door; see plate 9. It is

fired with gas stored in a cylinder oirt s Ldc the .oharnbo r- Gas· buz-no+

are lined at the floor under the lcmest shelf. With the aid of

a piping system an~ a valve to control gas flaw,. the burners are

supplied with gas from the outside cylinder.

Construction of the wall is ,:;one by firing layers of bricks

with clay into the s't ruct nro desired; and then coating the surface

with more clay.

The oven is operated like any other g'lS oven. Gas is turnod

on and bumors lit. Ovori is allow to h€lat f'or about 15 minut€lS wi·:';,'._

door closed. LOAding is thon dano; And. :i.n t.he ",.D.R>:t -voo' mn.nn~""

hand.
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PLATE 8: The peel mode of leading being demonstrated in the
metal-brick oven.

-~ --. .. _--
...

-.f~~~~

"

...•.

PLATE;(]"; A _odel of the glls-fired brick oven with metallic shelves
and door. It alBO illustrates the semi-peel mode of
unloading.
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Maintenance is done mainly on the ~all. It consists of recop~

ing, patching, and polishing of the surface. Burners are however,

occasionally c'leaned of soot.

4.3... .3.2 Limitations

1) Heat 'Distribution System

There is no blCJi'er to provide draught for heat circulation;. '1l~.~

there are no dampers and vents al.s c. Hoat is therefore unevenly

distributed within the chamber, Because of this loaves have to be

rearranged from shelves t 0 shelves to prevent irregular br-ovna: gc

The problem is made more pronounced by the equi-distant positioni~g

of shelves without any consideration of the heat distribution.

2) Heat retention

The walls are not insulated, and there are no special heat

retention materials in it. Heat loss to surroundings are therefore

inevitable, meaning wastage of energy.

3) Heat regulation

Even though the gas control taps are used to regulate heat

outputs, because there are no heat sensors (pyrometers or ther-

mometers), the temperatures of chambers are not known to guide

effective regulation. There is thereforeaa likelihood of

energy wastage.

4) Opaque Metal Door

The door is opaque and oven chamber can never ~ s oen un'Lo ss

it is opened. This results in frequent openings of the door,

causing heat losses.
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PLATE 7A: The baking chamber of the metal brick oven. Th~ heat conducting
t.uoes could be observed at the ceiling of the upper chamber.
There is an external light connection, a timer and also a
thet1llometer.

PLATE 7B: The firing chamber of
the metal brick oven. It
is provided with a chi!nne

-."..-
r> ~:¥f1;;"

;
1
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4.3.4 Various models of the metallic ovens

4.3.4.1 The "Semi-peBl" saw dust oven

This consistei of a baking chamber ~n~ a separate firing chamh~

both built of metals. In a typical one observed, the baking chamber

is rectangUlar in shape, prov ided.with grid. shelves. There is a

hollcm at its floor (base), on which are placed several pieces of

metal rods (heat conductors). The chamber rests on metal supports,

about one metre high. It is provided w i.bha metal door which is
completely opaque (no glass ~indow), It has a short chimney directly

at the top. There are no heat sensors on it.
Firing chamber is cylindrical in shape, standing directly unde z-

the baking chamber. The upper part is opened and the lower end

closed but has a bore of about 10cms in diameter. This chamber also

rests on supports to about 30cm high. The latter arrangement allows

a free flow of air underneath and through tho bore at the baso of

the cylinder into the baking chamben,

(This oven was locally constructed. It was .not.od to have been

designed by the baker for construction), Plate 10.

Much cnnnot be said about the construction of these and many

other metal ovens. A visit to one of the manufaqturers revealed that
the baking ohambor-s are double walled RnJ. la.gged v"ith gla.ss wool, to

serve as insulators. Howevor, at least an oven waa obsorved which

was a single-walled, a.nd realising the extent of' heat lOBs, the

baker hRB constructed a woo~cn chamber ~or it; sce p1ata 13. Vent

are also provided f or most of these ovens, usually at tho roar s idr.s ,

Firing and Baking

Sfl.W dust is spec:i.ally mould.ed ant o e 011d. aaescs (10060 biqU0t'~O:-, J

which are firmly packed into thQ cylindrical firing chamber, lo~vjng
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PLATE 10: A saw-dust fired metal
oven. Note the rectangulal
baking chamber, with shelVE
and chimney; the cylindricc
firing chamber; and the he8

conducting rods at the baSE
of the baking chamber.
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a hollow of the diameter of the bore at the base. To facilitate the latter!

a long shaft is fitted through the hole before filling. The two chambers

are detached and so the filling is done outside. It is then place in

position for firing. The fuel is lit to burn. The baking chamber is closed

whilst firing. Smoke leaves through the chimney. The heat from the firing

chamber heats up the rods at the base of the baking chamber, which comes

into direct contact with the f'Lamo, They become red hot. With the draught

provided by the chimney the heated air around these rods rises and circu-

lates, heating up the entire chamber, The whole chamber gets heated within

thirty minutes of firing; loading is then done. The fuel continues to

burn whilst the loaves are baking.

Limi tations

1. Heat control: This is very difficult and practically not done

with this oven. Extreme cases may be drawing tho firing chamber

away. There are no heat sensors too in the oven. Fuel wastage

in this oven is therefore also inovitable.

2. Shelves: Distribution is done w i.t.houtconsidering heat

concentrations. Inefficient utilisation of energy may thus occur.

This is proved by the fact that loaves have to be moved from

shelves to shelves whilst baking~

3. InsULa~ion: The firing chamber is not insulated. Heat iB there-

fore lost right from tho scratch to tho end. The metal nature

of the firing chambor may make the heat loss very a1~rming.

The baking chamber it self is also not adequately insulated.

4. OPaque Door: Lack of transparent "VIlindowin the door means
opening the door frequently to inspect the baki.ngproducts.·

This facilitates heat losses.
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5. More than adequate fuel may be burnt and w as tcd as temperature

f or baking is always not known and heat pr oduct i.on cannot be

regulated.

4.3.4.2 The Semi-Peel Gas Oven

These consist of rectangular metal baking chambers, with 6~J

burners lined at tho basos. Platos 11-14 are pictures or some

models. These burners are connected to a gas cylinder outSide,

from which gaa is supplied. They are provided with shelves, the

numbers which depend on the heights of' the ovens and the sp ac Ing

of' the shelves. Generally however, four to five shelves

a ro p r-ovi-to d ,

They are generally, also vented. 1Woor three vents may be

observed at the rear sides of the ovens. They 'do not have chmneysr-

The dirierrt.Lons of these ovens vary widely; s orneare taller

than broader whilst others are the opposite. The widths are how-

ever, usually shorter, within the reaches of the hands, w i.tihou't

peels, table 5.

Generally these ovens are not provided with heat sensors.

Heat regulation is however done w i th the gas fl:ol.",control taps

fitted. Some of them have glass windO'iis in the doors that facili-

tate the examination of products inside.

These gas ovens are mostly manufactured in the country,

appendix I gives the addresses of the manufacturers noted. Plate

14 is a picture of a newly completod oven at (me of the factories,

Construction of thoso ovens are done gonerally likE the other

locally manufacture d ovens. The only exception is the incorp orab on

of gas burners.

Firing is done lilro :illy other gas-fired ovon, Loading and un--

loading is like that decribed in the metal brvi ck somi.=poe L gas oven.
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PLATE 11: A model of the gas-fi~ oven, It is provided with
glass-windowed doors, and shelves.

PLATE 12: Another- model of the gas
oven, also provided with
shelves and glass-windowed
door. Note the difference
in constructions between
thi;). and plate 11.
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PLATE1}: A gas-fired oven; placed in a wooden cupboard. The cupboard
suppe~ed to serve as an insulator.

I:~
I,

s ,

PLATE 14! A newly constructed gas oven at a factory. The three
holp.~ at the ~ar side (top)are the venis.
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The limitation. of these ovens are al.s o similar to the ones

described above. There is the problem of in effective temperature

control as they do not have sensors, and insulation is generally·

poor (plate 13). They are not provided with blowers to ensure

proper heat distribution in the oven, and the position of ovens

in the houses do not facilitate free fla;<; of air through the oven. ~.

Shelves are al.e 0 poorly spaced and whor-e glass w indows are not

provided, frequent oponing of the door causes heat losses, f1ith

the gas control tap h~ever, energy wastage can be minimised.

when the baking temperature of the oven is known.

~.3.4.3 The Electric Ovens

A few of these found were imported. The local ones are

constructed like the gas ovens, except that instead of gA.8burners:

they have electric elements which produce the heat in the ehambe~

The heartha are generally plates, constructed to retain lots of

the heat pr-oduced f or the baking. Generally they are provided
~

with theromometers (or pyrometors). The models of these oven vary

widely; particularly between the imported and local ones. Som

are peel, some drawn plate and others "semi-peel". Heating i8

done by switching on the ourront, with door clo8~d. Oven ~amber8

heat y:p, and i.s indioated J!l. t1l.ermon:lcter. At tho requirod

temperature .oven is loaded. Thoro are gel1.EJTally ~u cmtTal.

heat output. Plate 15 is a pi~turo f)f an electric even,

The few limitation on too l~a.l ones are again pCler

J,nsulati.on, absence of heat aens er-s and absence of transparent

windC1Ns.
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PLATE15: A model of an electric oven. Locally
Constructed,
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'IW0 of those tyPes were observed during the survey. There

is the oil-fired roe L oven, and the oil fired draw plate oven.

The reel oven consists of a serios of shelves each suspended

between arms radially disposed from pioneered axles located in

the approximate centre of the sides of the oven. Theovens are

slowly rot atod during the baking cycle so t hat the shelves

describe a cylindrical path. Rotation of the product means that

top bottom differences in temporaturo 1'7ill not cause product

irregulities. Pans can be placed on the shelves as too latter

pass a narrow opening in front of the oven. Baked loaves are

removed through tho same opening.

Firing: 1J:l electric motor pump8 out oil from a reservier into tho

burners in a finely sprayed form. The burners are ignited by a

step-up transformer. A bl~er circulatos the hoat into the baking

chamber. Rising temperatures are read. on a tharmomator attached,

and at a required temperatura, the oven is loaded. lbe oven is

o qudpped with start - stop control foot - pedal. There is a safety

valve which automatioally puts. ef'f' too fire when. oil leakage

occurs. It has a chimney and a heat regulatiI?g knob. ~--!'ir:ing

chamber is separate from the b6king ebamber. Se~ plate 16.
The draw plate oil fired oven, is the other t~ observed.

It is fired similarly like the reel oven. Tho oven is hosevsr,

rectRIlgular'in ShRp6 and .s.mallar in size than the reel oven. It

is provided with plate hearths which can bo drswn out for lOAding ~nl

pushed in for baking. It has heat sensors, heat regulators, stenm

connection, trfl.nsparent w~a ..•• i.ll'WI'IlllJ. liglItBr and JllllJlyadvanOOQ

foatures, The oil-fired ovens observed were howevo,r-imported.
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PLATE16: An oil-fired reel oven. (front viell')
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4.3.4.5 The G~s-electric and Gas-charcoal Ovens

ThE)'Beare some of the gas "semi-peel" ovens doscribed above •
•

They had been constructed such that they can use any of the fuels

described - gas or electricity or charcoal, plates 17.

4.4 Special feat.res observed on ovens

Certain desirable features which are necessary for better oven

performance were lookod for. Table h shows somo of tho foatures as

observed in the ovens. They were mostly observed in the electrio

and oil-fired ovens; and they include:

~ a temperature recording system

heat regulating system

glass wind~ which permits observation of loaves during baking

multiplo shelves for optimum capcity utilisation

forced draught system (blower, damper or vent)

timing device
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PLATE 17A: A model of the elect~l~-gas ovens.

•••

- r

PLATE 170: The semi-peel mode of loading being illustrated in the
electric-gas oven.
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Table 6. Some Special '(patures observed on ovens

- - ..

No. of ovens No. of each
which have type of ovens

F E A TURE Feature

1 • Thermometer/Pyrometer 11 10 - 1

2. Heat regulator 11 11 - -
3. Glass door 12 11 - 1

4. Multiple deck (shelves) 19 17 - 2

5. BlO'l'ler 4 4- - -
6. Timing device 1 1 - ~

7. Safety device ( alarm) 1 1 - -
8. Heat accelerator 1 1 - -
9. Steam connections 3 3 - -
1~. Separate fire chamber 3 2 - -
11 • Internal Lighting or light

connected to oven body 5 .2 2 1

12. Vent)Yrindow 11 , 5 0

13. Raised foundation 15 - 14 1

14. Ash Pit 4 - 3 1

\5. Chimney 8 2 5 1

1 C. Hearth:

Plate 7 , - 1

Grids 12 11 - 1

Plastered bricks 17 - 17 -
17. Multiple entrance 4 - 4 -

. -- - - - . - . . --.
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Many different types of ovens are used in the country. Based on
their fuel types, major materials for construction, and their mode of
ope r-a't i.on, these ovens .~ula. be described as; the wood-fired peel clay
mud oven; the wood-fired brick IIsemi-peel ovens with metal shelves;
and the various models of metallic ovens which are fired vri, th either
gas (rJPG) , residual oil, saw-dust, electricity, or combination of some
of them and which are all semi-peel types. Majority of the ovens are
privately owned by individuals and are all batch types.

Most of the ovens are designed and fabricated locally, by local
experts These experts are artisans who aCQuire their expertise through
long term experiences of appreticeship They have only limited knowledge
in basic engineering as it relates to oven fabrication.

The ovens are generally deficient in designs and constructions.
The materials used though locally available are poorly selected. Many
features that enha.ce oven performance are lacking in most of them.
These may be summed up as good insulation, heat regulation, and uniform
heat distribution systems, and the timing and safety devices. Sub-

stantial amount of energy is therefore wasted during operation of these
ovens. Furthermore, the designs of the ovens only permit operational

practices which contribute to substantial energy losses. For instance,
opaque docr-s and uneven heat distriiJution in chambers, nece saitatie

frequent opening of doors to inspect products during baking and to
rearrange the loaves from shelves to shelves, respectively.

The predvminant fuel sources for oven firing:are wood-fuel and

LPG.
Regular maintenance is done in most of the Mud oven; but only in

a few of the metallic ovens; oven though the owners do not have laid

down maintenance schedules.
It is believed that the nature of some of the OVflns /!}~:pOses Users

of these ovens to a nu~ber of health problems These problems ~nclude
headaches, fever, barreness, waist and back aches, bums, eve def~ts
and abnormal blood pressure,
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1. Studies should be done on the differently designed ovens to
evaluate their efficiencies in terms of fuel conversion and
conservation, and general performance. Parameters like types
of constructing materials dimensions, shapes and the mode of
constructions should also be assessed. These should aim at
standardising these parameters in the more e£~icient designs.

2. The standaro designs -thaJe are produced should incorporate all
the necessary fea-turest rat are needed for the ef-r>icient
performance of the oven5 These inolude ad~cuate insulation
temperature control system devices to ensure uniform heat
distribution, and all other features that limi-c heat loss in

operation practices and ensure maximum safety in operation.

3. Itwoul.d be appropriate that bakers are introduced formally)
through workshops, to these standardised inproved designs that
would evolve. They should be taught the appropriate ways of
handling them. In this regard it should be ~orne in mlnd that
most of the bakers ha.ve only very little formal education.

4. Oven designing and construction should attract engineers for

proper designing and construction. The ever-growing baking
industry requires more efficient, more economic and more appro-
priate ovens to cope up with the deMands for baking products in
an efficient and cost-effective manner.
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A,f'PE!'fDIX

List of addresses of Local metal
, oven manufacturers

1. KadmouB Group of Companies
P.O. Bmd5783

Accra..

2. Mandor Eng~neoring

P.O. Box 11737

Aoc r-a-Nor-t h;

3. F.A. Fernybough Memorial MetAl Works
Gas Oven Experts
p.O. Box 032

Osu - Accra.

4. G I HOC
steel r;r orks
1'bma.


